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Abstract-Sentiment Analysis has been

mainly used to understand the judgment of

the text. It has been undergoing major

provocation and irony detection is

considered as one among the most

provocations in it. Irony is the unusual way

of narrating information which disagrees the

concept which leads to uncertainty. One

primary task included by most developers is

data preprocessing which includes many

techniques like lemmatization, tokenization

and stemming. Many researches are done

under irony detection which includes many

feature extraction techniques. Machine

learning classifiers used for these researches

are Support Vector Machine (SVM), linear

regression, Naïve Bayes, Random Forest

and many more. Results of these research

works includes accuracy, precision, recall,

F-score which can be used to predict the best

suited model. In this paper various

methodology used in irony text detection for

Sentiment Analysis is discussed. Keywords

− Naïve Bayes, SVM, Sentiment Analysis,

Irony detection.

1. INTRODUCTION

Natural Language Processing (NLP) acts as

an interface between computer and human

languages. It has been widely used to make

the machine understand and examine the

data. Also used to examine the datasets and

obtain the outcome. It can be used both for

ordered and unordered data. The semantic

order depends community factors, topical

idioms, jargons and much more [13]. NLP

seems to face some provocations in this area.

Sentiment Analysis is considered to be the

most dominant areas in NLP which

examines the concept. Sentiment Analysis is

used to examine the sentiments conveyed by

narrator and obtain the point of view behind

it. It is used to categories the contradiction

of a report or a judgmental text. The

Strength of the text is categorized by

Sentiment Analysis [8]. Many examinations

are performed using this concept. These
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logics are further used to decide and recover

various degrees of opinion. The inspection

concept is analyzed on many discrete units

they are nothing but the words used in this

report. It gives a brief understanding of

narrator’s point of view. It has to be

represented as opinion mining where it

speculates on discrete units and debate the

assessments. Various data pre-processing as

well as categorization techniques are being

used in this concept of Sentiment Analysis.

Opinions in text represents a positive or a

negative meaning. There are key

provocations faced by Sentiment Analysis

such as Units named identification, Analogy

identification, irony detection etc., People

nowadays convey their sentiments on many

social platforms and sometimes convey their

emotions in sarcasm. Sarcasm is considered

to be the most leading provocations in

Sentiment Analysis. Irony is an accidental

manner of telling a message which is

commonly a harsh declaration which is

conveyed. Sarcasm can throwback the

situation of doubt. Sarcasm can be expressed

in speech as well as text [1]. Sarcasm can be

delivered via many ways like a straight

discussion, oration, text etc. In straight

discussion, face expressions and body

language provides the sign of irony [4].

Whereas in oration, irony can be understood

by the change in voice tone. But in the text,

it is very hard to find the irony where it may

also be conveyed using a capital letter, wide

range of use in exclamatory marks and

emoticons etc.

2. RELATEDWORKS

A message, analysis, response by the

people has many features. Which rely on

many characteristics like geographical

area, ongoing article, popular facts,

sexuality etc., [5].Many opposites are

obtained using motive rules in Serbian

Word Net ontology. Opposites and its

pairs, Positive sentiment, arranged series

of opinion labels, Sarcasm markers and

Parts of speech labels are used [4].

Conjunctions in English mainly used to

join the set of words when positive

conjunction “and” is used when it gives

a positive meaning and negative

conjunction “but” is used when it gives

an opposite meaning. A Network is

raised with same meanings in word net

[3].The basic eight emotions classified

namely happy, irritated, hope, angry,

expect, surprised, sad and normal, which

are withdrawn from Social Cognition

Engine Emotional Lexicon[2]. Irony can

also be appeared as numbers. For
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example, its much supported to wake up

at 5 in the morning. Where the example

means accidentally that it isn‘t much

supported waking up 5 in the morning

[1]. Emoji’s reflect the nature of the

sentence. The intuition of sentimental

words and emoji’s are meant to be same

when they appear in general. For

intuition recognition, mainly two ways

can be used which are corpora and

dictionary-based approaches. In English

usually to join two sentences we use

Conjunctions [13]. In order to examine

the sentiment Dialect words are

commonly used. Categorization of text

to their subjective and also to their

objective forms is performed. Sentiment

dialects is observed by using subjective

sentences. Identification of Polarity is

done using (IDF) weighted inverse

document frequency [12]. A related

scenario is the Part of Speech (POS) tag

which may is accompanied with words

in the report. Classifications of the

feature are mostly to please a role with

regard to the specification of

classification expressive of irony [11].

The Twitter and Amazon datasets are

commonly taught on punctuations,

patterns enrich punctuation, enrich

patterns, semi-supervised Identification

algorithm. Star related ratings are also

taken into account [10]. The twitter

airline sentiment analysis by predicting

the polarity in tweets, by making use of

the common machine learning algorithm

like Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression

together with the feature extraction

techniques like count vectorizer, TF-IDF

and word2Vec and found that logistic

regression together with count vectorizer

works well for the dataset.[14].

3. PROPOSEDMETHODOLOGY

Figure 1. General workflow of Irony

Detection in Sentiment Analysis

3.1 Data Preprocessing:

Pre-processing consists of three basic steps.

First step is Tokenization. It is the process of

tokenizing each word in the sentence.

Second step is Stemming and lemmatization.
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It is the process of achieving the root form

of the derived words in the sentence, the

words are further converted into present

tense format. Third Step is The Removal of

stop words. It is the process of removing the

unnecessary words in the document, the

commonly considered stop words include

(the, a, an, in etc.,) these are some words

that make no sense in the sentence.

3.2 Tokenization:

It is the process of splintering an order of

strings into chunks like words, clause, sign

and further components called tokens.

Tokens can also be discrete words, clause or

full sentences. In Tokenization concept, few

attributes such as punctuation marks are

removed. The tokens itself act as an input

for upcoming tasks such as parsing and text

mining. Example of Tokenization:

3.3 Removal of stop words:

Stop words in general are words that make

no sense in the article, but act as a

disturbance to it. Stop words like (the, a, an,

in etc.) make no change in the article. So

these stop words are removed for better

performance.

3.4 Stemming and Lemmatization:

This concept is used to convert the

words into their appropriate root forms

so that they can be examined as an

individual unit. In this process the words

are then converted or changed into their

appropriate present tense format.

Example for Stemming:

4. SARCASM DETECTION

CLASSIFIERS

4.1 Decision Tree: This algorithm comes

under the supervised learning

algorithms. It has been widely used

to solve regression and

categorization problems. One main

reason for using the decision tree
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algorithm is the creation of the

training example which is used to

forecast class or value of the target

variables by studying the rules and

conditions of the decision tree

algorithm which is deduced from the

training example. This algorithm is

very easy compared to other machine

learning algorithms because it solves

the problem by making use of trees

i.e., tree representation, where each

internal node agrees with the credit

and each leaf node agrees with the

labelling class.

4.2 Support Vector Machine:

Support Vector Machine algorithm is

one of the Supervised Learning

algorithms, that is used for both

organization and Regression scenarios.

Initially it was used for categorization

problems in Machine Learning. The

motive of the Support Vector Machine

algorithm is to develop decision

boundary that isolates n-dimensional

space into categories in order that they

can easily be placed to new data centre

in the perfect class in the upcoming

scenarios. Hyper plane is to be

considered as the perfect decision

boundary. Additional uses of this

support vector machine algorithm

includes text classification, image

categorization and face detection etc.

Random forest is also considered as one

of the supervised learning algorithms

used in machine learning that is used in

grouping and regression problems.

Whereas the main usage is for the

organization scenarios. We all already

know that talking about a forest, it’s full

of trees and when there are more trees

then it’s considered to be the completely

robust forest. Likewise, random forest

algorithm in machine learning develops

trees called as the decision trees out of

the given examples and then finally

predicts the best suited outcome. It

generally dissolves the situation of over

fitting by making the combination of the

results of various decision trees. Random

forest machine learning algorithm also

undergo with large range of data

products than one individual decision

tree algorithm.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Considering these four machine learning

algorithms for the irony detection of the

given dataset, it has been found as the

Support vector machine provides more
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accurate results compared to the other

there machine learning algorithms. In X

axis it represents the various algorithms

like SVM, Naïve Bayes. Decision Tree

and Random Forest and Y axis

represents accuracy of the each

algorithms (Figure 2). Results conforms

that Support vector machine provides

accuracy of 64 percentage for the

SemEval2018-T3-train-taskA.txt given

irony detection dataset.

Figure 2. Graph based on Accuracy for

SemEval2018-T3-train-taskA.txt given

irony detection dataset

Table 4. Accuracy Table SemEval 2018-

T3-train-taskA.txt given irony detection

dataset

Results conforms that random forest

outperforms the support vector machine

algorithm to the accuracy of 76% using

the features of sentiment analysis while

using the sarcasm-detection.txt dataset.

6. CONCLUSION

Several pre-processing techniques are

used for the irony detection of the

dataset. Developers worked on the

categorization and results has been

provided. A comparative study on these

algorithms has been performed to

identify which of these algorithms give

the best results. Machine Learning

algorithms used to detect the sarcasm

here are Support Vector Machine, Naïve

Bayes and Decision Tree for the

SemEval 2018-T3-train-taskA.txt dataset

and found Support vector machine

algorithm to be the best suited for the

particular dataset. Algorithms like

Random Forest and SVM are used for

the dataset Sarcasm Detection.txt and

found Random Forest algorithm to give

best results with the accuracy of 76%.

Future work can be proceeded by using

some more machine learning classifiers

and compare the results to obtain the

accuracy of the best suited algorithm.
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